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    1. Analytic Tools for Joomla! by Latitud WEB web site is owned and maintained  by BEIT,
which means Business Excellence through Information  Technologies SL. BEIT, in compliance
with Law 34/2002, services of information society and electronic commerce, reports that:   
    1. Its company name is Business Excellence through Information  Technologies S.L.  
    2. Its VAT Number is: B-97510838  
    3. It is registered in the Mercantile Registry in volume 7940 Valencia; Book 5235, Page
V-99877, Inscription 1   
    4. Its address is: Plaça Convent 1, 46740 Carcaixent (Valencia - Spain)  
    5. Its phone number is: +34 96 243 18 24  

  
    6. BEIT reports that the analytictools.latitudweb.com web is designed to facilitate public
domain, knowledge of the activities that this company made and the products and services it
renders, specifically those related to the development of analytic tools for the Joomla! content
management system.   
    7. BEIT, in accordance with the provisions of Law 15/1999, of Protection of Personal Data
(LOPD) and the related provisions, ensure the security and confidentiality of data provided by its
customers. See Privacy Policy .  
    8. Intellectual property rights of the analytictools.latitudweb.com web and all the elements
contained in are owned by BEIT.   
    9. BEIT reserves the right to make, at any time and without prior notice, amendments and
updates of the information contained in the web or in the configuration and presentation of this.
 
    10. BEIT does not guarantee the absence of errors in the access of the website, its content,
nor that it will be updated, but it will develop its best, where appropriate, to prevent, correct or
update them.   
    11. Both, access to the website as the use made of the information contained in is the
exclusive responsibility of the user. You are responsible for all actions performed with your user
ID. In particular, be responsible for selecting, as a key and as a reminder of it, robust passwords
and phrases, so numbers and letters, and even on systems that permit, punctuation and special
characters, hard to guess. In particular, the user will avoid choosing words from the dictionary,
words that are related to him (family name, address, birth date, etc.). Or simple to guess
(combinations of names including months, prefixes and suffixes, etc.). BEIT is not responsible
for any consequence or damage that may arise from such access or use of this information.
 
    12. Unauthorized use of the information contained in this web, as well as injury to the rights
of intellectual or industrial property of BEIT will give rise to the legally established
responsibilities   
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